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FUTURE BRIGHT
CII Eastern Region Financial Market Conclave focused on ways to achieve better
investments in different sectors to put into force economic revival

Good
Governance Pays
L-R: Vinod Kothari, director, Vinod Kothari Consultants P Ltd; Chitra Agarwal,
chairperson, ICAI and V R Narasimhan, chief – Regulations, National Stock Exchange

Meeting of Minds
L–R: Saugat Mukherjee, regional director, CII Eastern Region; Bikramjit Ghosh, co-chairman, CII Economic Affairs, Finance & Taxation Sub
Committee & joint managing director, Danieli India Ltd; Viresh Oberoi, chairman, CII Eastern Region & CEO & managing director,
mjunction services Ltd; S V Murali Dhar Rao, executive director, Securities and Exchange Board of India; V R Narasimhan, chief –
regulations, National Stock Exchange of India Ltd, Bijay Murmuria, chairman, CII Financial Market Core Committee and director,
Sumedha Fiscal Services Ltd and Jyoti Prakash Gadia, managing director, Resurgent India Ltd
s India passes through a decisive political
change, its economic revival lies in corrective measures, some of which will be bitter pills to swallow. However, there is an air of
optimism that is reflected in the upbeat market
sentiment. In its attempt to chart the ‘Road to
Turnaround’, CII Eastern Region organised a
Financial Market Conclave in which policymakers, market regulators, investment bankers, including IFC, industry heads, stock exchanges,
technical analysts and the media met in Kolkata
on Saturday, June 28, to discuss what is required in the current scenario.
The road ahead lies in a changing economy
and a political situation of the country that is being watched with keen interest by the industry
and financial world. In his inaugural speech,
chairman, CII, ER, and CEO and MD, mjunction
services ltd, Viresh Oberoi, said, “Major policy interventions are expected soon” from the government. “We look forward to an environment
that encourages infrastructure investments and
other private sector investments, particularly in
the manufacturing sector,” he said. The Indian
financial market would need to “devise better
products and services to provide higher returns
at lower risks to attract household savings. In
times of high cost of financing from banks, the
sector can play a key role in driving the economy by drawing the much-needed funds for capital formation,” added Oberoi.
In presenting the theme of the conclave,
chairman, financial market core committee, CII,
ER, and director Sumedha Fiscal Services, Bijay
Murmuria, said, “Indians prefer real assets such
as gold and property to stocks or equity mutual
funds. They fail to recognise that stocks and mutual funds are the best options when held over
a longer term for volatility to even out. They
trade in stocks for short-term gains – something
that often results in disappointing results.”
Investor education needs to improve because
“despite efforts from the regulator, and various
investor education initiatives, the buy-in from
investors just isn’t there. Funds are still not
bought; they have to be sold to investors”.
MD, Resurgent India, Jyoti Prakash Gadia, said

A

segment. In the short term, the market will be
volatile with the Budget round the corner.
Do not expect a euphoric bull run to bring in
laurels immediately, cautioned Premium
Investment’s S P Tulsian. The movement for a
positive will have to be adequately supported
by corporate fundamentals. The government
will have to balance growth and inflation and
challenges such as poor productivity in the mining sector. MD, Institutional Equity Research
Axis Capital Ltd, Nandan Chakraborty, felt that it
is the beginning of a long bull cycle and growth
of Indian capital market will find support in
global markets rising. Unless there is improvement in the overall sentiment, long-term investment returns will not be commensurate.
Further, the PE of corporate India is still low and
will have a breakout with better days to come.
“If you focus on the short term, you will lose the
long-term growth perspective.”
What could derail the advent of good days
ahead? The concern is rising crude prices that
could drain foreign reserves, the dollar above 62
would send shivers down the spine while double digit food inflation could be the party spoiler. According to the three analysts, pharmaceuticals, PSUs, cement, auto, pharma, Mid caps,
NBFC and industry segments will do better in
the long term. Tulsian had a piece of advice:
“Don’t put more than 20% of investments in
one stock and more than 25% in one sector.”
The session was moderated by deputy managing editor of a financial daily, Tamal
Bandyopadhyay.

Session 3
Small is Beautiful
Small is Beautiful
L-R: Anup Agarwal, senior investment officer, IFC – World Bank Group; Prithvi Haldea,
chairman & managing director, Prime Database Group; Subir Chaki, chairman, CII ER
Governance Taskforce; P V Sharma, group CFO, Veto Switch Gears and Cables Ltd and
Khyati Shah, chief manager, National Stock Exchange (NSE)
if an incremental 5% of household savings is
made available to capital markets, domestic investments would rise by US $ 22 billion.
Market sentiment and its trading have improved, observed regulations chief, NSE, Dr V R
Narasimhan. “The road ahead is long and we
are on a fairly good path now,” he said. He cited
the return of investors at NSE where 10.75 lakh
clients traded during January-April 2014, while
in May-June it was 19.12 lakh clients. The average daily turnover has gone up from about Rs
12,000 crore to Rs 24,000 crore in the cash market and from Rs 147,000 crore to Rs 224,00
crore in the F&O market. “At this moment there
is hope and trust in the market, possibly,” said
Narasimhan. He said sentiments have turned
for the better after the change of guards at the
Centre in mid-May.
“Achchey din atey hai” – the regulator believes too that there are positive signs of revival
of the economy. ED, SEBI, S V Murali
Dhar Rao, highlighted the various ongoing regulatory steps taken even in SME
trading platforms for smooth transactions
where liquidity is required. Sebi proposes to
have ‘SME cluster meetings’ beginning July with

Potential issuers from the small and medium
sector have shown an interest to use the market
platform to raise resources such as an IPO, a PE
or a venture capital.
Chairman & MD of Prime Database, Prithvi
Haldea, felt one needs to redefine the term SME
as their fund requirements vary drastically. Also,
there is a lack of investor interest in the handful
listed companies. Not much is seen happening
in the IPO market here. Hopefully, there will be
some entrants beginning next year. What is worrying is the lack of retail investors who take long

positions. There is still a lack of confidence.
According to senior investment officer, IFC,
Anup Agarwal, there is a debt supply gap with
lack of investment finance for the MSME sector.
Ninety per cent of India’s industrial units are
MSMEs. Of an estimated 30 million MSMEs,
only 1.8 million are registered. Chief manager,
NSE, Khyati Shah, spoke of Emerge, a trading
platform for SMEs, while group CFO, Veto
Switch Gears and Cables, an SME, P V Sharma,
recounted his experience to get enlisted. The
session was moderated by chairman, CII, ER,
governance taskforce, Subir Chaki.

SESSION 4

Good Governance Pays
Corporate governance, responsibilities of board
directors have a direct bearing on the capital
market, particularly in trading platforms. Good
governance and responsible directors – even independent directors – do better and are sought
after by investors.
Vinod Kothari highlighted the various aspects
of the Companies Act. Talking of the bond market in India, he pointed out that a host of regulatory issues stifle growth. There is a highly restrictive regulatory environment for bonds. While
the ministry of company’s affairs has inserted
several intricate rules under Sec 71 and 73 and
76 pertaining to public deposits, SEBI has regulations on issue and listing of debt securities,
private placements, offers and objects of public
issue, size of issue, etc. It was also noted that
the Companies Act states that regulations on issue of listed or “to-be-listed-securities” will be
framed by SEBI but the ministry rule grants no
exemption to to-be-listed or listed bonds.
There is a requirement to make directors
more responsible as “there is a requirement to
make corporate governance norms more effective,” said Dr Narasimhan. Independent directors also need to be more responsible and cannot bypass any erroneous functioning of a
company. There is a requirement of training
and their performances will have to be evaluated.He urged CII to put together the thoughts
and concepts that emerged during the conclave
discussion to be placed to the government.

Atul Suri, Rare Enterprise
the support of SIDBI, NSE and BSE. He also
highlighted the various steps taken for the development of the SME trading market. He also
said that SEBI has focused on retail and capital
investment and has prepared guidelines on risk
management system. “What is also required is
the reduction in the cost of transactions and rationalization of frameworks,” he said.

SESSION 2

Technically Speaking

Technically
Speaking
L-R: Atul Suri, Rare Enterprise: C A SP Tulsian, investment advisor, Premium Investment;
Tamal Bandyopadhyay, deputy managing editor of a financial daily and Nandan
Chakraborty, managing director, Institutional Equity Research, Axis Capital Ltd

Yes we are in a bull run! The Nifty will move up
by 40% in the next two years. This bull phase is
based on improving economic indicators, a
changed government leading to overall sentiments picking up. However, one needs to have
patience for a sustained long bull run.
Rare Enterprise’s Atul Suri pointed out that
there is a volume breakout while prices of equities, buoyed by better economic indicators have
moved up resulting in an overall improvement
of the breadth of the market. Interesting to note,
IT and FMCG scrips have slipped while a large
breakout has been noticed in the capital goods
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